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PROACTIVE CLINICAL COST CONTAINMENT SERVICES ON PROVIDER CLAIMS 

Unique  within  the  healthcare  claims  industry,  AMS  provides  doctor 
driven  complimentary  screens  (based  on  criteria  we  provide  to  you), 
independent  medical  reviews  that  identify  hard to see  issues  on  
healthcare claims, deep savings opportunities through our cost 
containment services and contract reviews. 

In addition, all clients have quick access to AMS founder Dr. Stacy Borans 
for medical perspective on their claims.  It’s like having a Medical Director 
on call.  

Relying on AMS for healthcare claims audits, negotiations and assessments 
brings you a stronger bottom line and fewer procedural hassles, as well as: 

 Informed, seasoned advice on every aspect of healthcare 
claims 

 Big picture guidance on the sensitive ramifications of various 
strategies or options 

 Deeper, many sided assessments of cost containment 
opportunities 

 Very fast turnaround times, even for unusual requests 
 Quick online submission and tracking of claims and requests 
 Community forum for additional perspectives on best practices 

and new developments in handling claims 
 News, case studies and seminars that help you achieve the 

greatest possible containment of costs 
 Guaranteed defense of AMS recommendations, if they are 

ever questioned 
 100% HIPAA compliance 

AMS clients always receive personal, high---priority service, along with 
topnotch professional expertise. 



AMS SERVICES 

INDEPENDENT MEDICAL REVIEWS: AMS  physicians  will  retrospectively  review  case  documentation  for  
medical necessity and  experimental/investigational  issues,  quality  of care, accidental death assessments 
and length of stay disputes.  

UNDERWRITING OPINIONS & LASERS: AMS provides expertise in assessing risk, understanding the 
nuances and details of clinical prognoses, and its true financial ramifications.  This helps to determine 
the entire risk you face, and they accomplish this while working seamlessly with your existing 
underwriting department.  

PROVIDER BILL NEGOTIATION: AMS physicians will directly negotiate discounts for inpatient facilities and 
physician charges. Discounts average 25% and result in significantly decreased claims costs.  The client 
will receive a signed letter of agreement outlining the terms of the negotiated settlement.  

PROVIDER  BILL  AUDITS:  AMS  physician  consulting  will  perform  complimentary  prescreen  
evaluation  of  claims  for  potential  savings.  If  an  audit  is  warranted, the  client  can  submit claims  
for  reasonable  and  customary  charge  (UCR)  audit,  which  includes  the  detection  of  billing errors. 
AMS will assist the client in all provider appeals and settlements to effectively preserve the client 
savings.  This  makes  the  hospital  bill  auditing  process  much  easier  for  everyone who is involved.  

SPECIALTY AUDITS (REFERENCE BASED RE-PRICING) AND COMPLETE HOSPITAL BILL AUDITS: AMS will assist 
the client in all provider appeals and settlements to effectively preserve the client savings.  This  makes  the 
hospital  bill  auditing  process  much  easier  for  everyone  who  is  involved.  

PLAN DOCUMENT ASSESSMENT: Many plan documents are antiquated and do not support sound claims 
processing.  In certain circumstances revisions may be enough to repair the issue, but frequently 
documents require an overhaul. 

AGGREGATE CLAIM REVIEWS: In an aggregate claim audit, the aggregate excess claim as filed by the  
TPA or ASO carrier is reviewed to ensure that it is accurate in regard to the agreed Plan Document and 
the sold stop loss contract. Audited components include verification of the total paid claims figure, 
including prescription drug card program claims and rebates; reconciliation  of  annualized  census  for  
the  aggregate  deductible  and  for  a  premium  reconciliation;  identification  of  excluded  claims  such 
as  fees  and  out---of---contract; verification of  void  and  adjustment transaction amounts and  
outstanding  overpayments;  confirmation  that payments meet the funding and  mailing requirements 
of  the  stop  loss contract; and an on--- site audit of a sample of claim transactions. 

MGU  CLAIM  REVIEWS:  MGU  claim  reviews  typically  include  an  audit  of  MGU  claim  operations, 
claim  reporting,  catastrophic  claim  management,  claim  reimbursements, personnel, and all other 
policies, procedures and protocols employed by the MGU in the identification,  adjudication,  and  
reimbursement  of specific  and  aggregate  excess  claims.  In  addition,  the  MGU  claim  review  
includes  an  audit  of  a  selection  of  specific excess  claims  (12  to  15  claimant  files)  and  a  review  
of  all  aggregate  claims  in  the  subject  stop  loss  contract  year(s).  Certain carriers and reinsurers  



include  two additional audit components in MGU reviews: an audit of premium administration and all 
related  personnel,  protocols,  policies,  and  procedures;  and  an  audit  of  TPA  oversight and 
document maintenance protocols, policies, and procedures. Audit pricing is adjusted when these 
additional components are included.  

LITIGATION SUPPORT AND  EXPERT  WITNESS SERVICES:  AMS  can  provide  support  to  both  plaintiff  
and  defendant attorneys in  litigation and  arbitration matters relating to  stop loss  claims  issues.  We 
can offer comment on industry---standard practices, conduct independent reviews, and provide expert 
witness reports. 

OTHER  CLAIM  AUDIT  SERVICES:  AMS  can  complete  audits  of  specific  excess  claims  and  managed 
care claims, based upon a scope of audit as determined by the client. AMS also provides audit services 
to reinsurers in regard to many types of reinsurance, excess of loss, and quota share treaties.  
AMS performs TPA performance evaluations and due diligence reviews.  These reviews are performed on 
behalf of MGUs as well as carriers, reinsurers, and employer groups. The purpose is to provide a 
comprehensive overview of all aspects of TPA operations to ensure quality and competency. 
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